HOW TO CHOOSE YOUR MECH KEYBOARD

By: Javier Ferrer - IT-SD-GSS
1. SWITCHES

**TYPES**
- **LINEAR**
- **TACTILE**
- **CLICKY**

**BRANDS**
- CHERRY
- GATERON
- KAILH
- ZEAL

**SILENT SWITCHES**
2. SIZE/LAYOUT

SIZE

STAGGERING

Staggered

Ortholinear

OR YOU CAN TRY SPLIT!

https://keyboardsimulator.xyz

https://github.com/kata0510/Lily58
3. KEYCAPS

MATERIAL

ABS

PBT

PROFILE

https://www.keycaps.info
4. FIRMWARE

QMK - https://docs.qmk.fm

ZMK - https://zmk.dev
THANKS!

Stuff I used

- Layout diagram - reddit u/Minehacks
- Keycap diagram - https://www.keycaps.info
- Pressure graphs - https://www.cherrymx.de
USEFUL LINKS

Brands:
- GMMK - https://www.gloriousgaming.com/collections/keyboard
- Keychron - https://www.keychron.com/
- NuPhy - https://nuphy.com/
- WASD - https://www.wasdkeyboards.com/

EU stores (parts, some keebs too):